
Hot Pursuit Reese Witherspoon is Officer Cooper, an uptight and by-the-book 
cop trying to protect a federal witness, Daniella Riva (Sofia Vergara), the 
vivacious and outgoing widow of a drug boss. As the two polar opposites race 
through Texas, they find themselves pursued by everyone from crooked cops to 
murderous gunmen. But their greatest obstacle to making it out alive may be 
themselves, in this high-action, high-hilarity road-trip comedy. Warner
The Magic School Bus: Season 3 Seatbelts everyone! Ride The Magic School Bus 
all the way through the Complete Third Season! Hold on tight for 13 episodes in 
this 2-DVD set and watch as Ms. Frizzle and the gang visit the Arctic, learn about 
the human body, and trek through the rainforest in these classic episodes. 
Cinedigm
Brother's Keeper Identical twins Andy and Pete Goodwynnhave always been 
there for each other. With high school graduation near, Pete plans to marry the 
love of his life and head off to seminary to become a preacher. Andy, a rebel at 
heart, has no plans and seemingly no future. But in a cruel twist of fate 
orchestrated by the town's most powerful family their lives are forever altered. 
Pete is framed for murder, leaving Andy struggling to find a way to save his 
brother. Can the brothers gain vengeance on those who have taken everything 
from them? While revenge may seem sweet, Brother's Keeper is a powerful 
reminder that only forgiveness can truly heal. M\millennium
When The Checks Stop Coming In When The Checks Stop Coming In is a candid 
investigation into the lives of black celebrities as they fall from fame and fortune 
to poverty. It s the life of a celebrity one minute you are singing to an audience 
of thousands, playing to an arena of screaming fans, or performing on television 
for millions of viewers. The accolades are coming fast and furious and the money 
is pouring in. You think that the dream that you re living is never going to end, 
but then you wake up one day and all your money and your livelihood is gone. 
Your worst nightmare has come true and you re broke, the groupies are gone 
and the lifestyle has dried up. Even the most seasoned and celebrated have lost 
it all. The list of celebrities gone broke includes Toni Braxton, Antione Walker, TLC, 
Wesley Snipes, Allen Iverson, MC Hammer, Dennis Rodman... it goes on and on. 
Moguldom Studios interviews celebrities, managers, agents, and their financial 
advisors to learn how much was being spent and how these celebs spared no 
expense for the glitz and glamour that was their ultimate demise. This 
documentary looks behind the curtain and into the lives of black celebrities to 
find out how they got into financial trouble and what advice they would give to 
others in hindsight. Be it lavish lifestyles, poor financial management, child 
support, or tax evasion, When The Checks Stop Coming In explores how these 
celebrities perpetuate an underlying issue within the African American 
community: an obsession with the American dollar. Cinedigm
Fast N Loud Speed Demons Magically turning rust into gold-that's just another 
day in the Gas Monkey Garage. Richard Rawlings and Aaron Kaufman search far 
and wide for dilapidated classics to resurrect from the rust pile. This collection of 
six fan-favorite episodes features some of the best: a 24-hour Jeep overhaul, a 
famous '63 Ford Falcon race car, a rare 1919 Nash, a 1931 Model A, and the holy 
grail of a 64 1?2 Mustang. Plus, there's the high-stakes auction purchase that 
leaves the crew no choice but to flip five cars in one week. Watch the 
unbelievable transformations of these exceptional finds when they're given a 
whole new life and a little Gas Monkey style. Cinedigm
Shark Week Dominating The Deep Jump into the feeding frenzy for your 
favorite summertime ritual with this 3-disc set. Now more popular than ever, 
cable s longest-running programming event needs no introduction or 
explanation. So, strap on your gear, climb into the cage, and watch the ocean 
explode into a wild fury as Great Whites, Hammerheads, Whale Sharks, and 
others take you on a fin-gripping ride through their underwater world. Featuring 
Megalodon: The Monster Shark Lives, these 10 episodes bring you more than 8 
hours of remarkable new insights into the lives of these magnificent, elusive 
creatures. Cinedigm
Robot Chicken Season 7 Here It Comes! Another season's worth of 
award-winning frenetic fried fowl from deep in the heart of Adult Swim's 
late-night animation plantation! Contained within: Every lovingly crafted 
episodes from your favorite psychotic purveyor of stop-motion animated sketch 
comedy! Scads of extras produced on a budget consisting of not three 
shoestrings, not two shoestrings, but one amazing shoestring! And guess what? 
This isn't your grandma's VHS tape... it's all on cutting-edge DVD! It's Robot 
Strangerland In this elemental drama, parents Catherine (Nicole Kidman) and 
Matthew (Joseph Fiennes) search for their missing teenage children Tommy 
(Nicholas Hamilton) and Lily (Maddison Brown) during a cataclysmic dust storm 
in the Australian outback, only to come under scrutiny about their own past. 
Millennium
The Love Letter The Love Letter is a charming story about the search for 
happiness and putting friendship to the test for love. This film explores the 
adage that you can find love where you least expect it and that it might be right 
in front of you all along. Stars Romeo Miller, Marques Houston, Terrill Patterson.
Millennium
Mythbusters Collection 13  This lucky thirteenth MythBusters season is packed 
with its infamous scintillating scientific mayhem, along with a few 
rocket-powered surprises. With 30 years of special effects experience, Adam and 
Jamie will answer the craziest questions viewers can think up and then make up 
a few of their own! Can balloons protect you in a car crash? Does the smell of 
fear really exist? Can you cook lasagna in a dishwasher? And what exactly tastes 
like chicken? They'll also team up with movie director James Cameron to tackle a 
titanic myth - the most requested in history! Plus, this 2-disc set includes perhaps 
the perfect episode ever: Explosions from A to Z, highlighting some of the show 
s 752 detonations. Cinedigm
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